Odessa National Medical University
The institution started in 1900 as the Medical Faculty of the Novorossiyskiy State University in Odessa. The medical faculty soon became one of the most prestigious medical faculties in the Russian Empire. Many famous medical scientists, including Nobel laureate and professor I. I. Mechnikov, worked here. The Medical Faculty managed to survive the difficult and turbulent period of the early years of the Russian revolution and in 1922 it was transformed into the independent and autonomous Odessa State Medical Institute. After the collapse of the Soviet Union, it became Odessa State Medical University in an independent Ukrainian Republic.

Today, the Odessa National Medical University remains one of the leading medical universities in Ukraine. It is a member of the International Association of Medical Universities and the high standards of training at the institution are well recognized throughout Europe and America. The University consists of 58 faculties and has a student population of over six thousands, including foreign students from very diverse countries. Tuition is given in the Russian, Ukrainian, and English languages.
There are 43 clinical departments in the university, located at 63 medical and prophylactic institutions in Odessa and Odessa region. All the departments of the university have their own Internet site. The site contains all essential methodological materials on all the disciplines in the Ukrainian, Russian and English. An electronic catalogue of the whole fund of books and journals (over 700 thousand titles) as well as an electronic fund of the course books have been created at the university library. An on-line access to electronic resources has been provided. A Center of Distance Education has been created for effective and uninterrupted professional development of doctors and pharmaceutics. The university has created all the conditions necessary for active students’ leisure. There are six sports halls at the university sport complex: for sports games, table tennis, aerobics and rhythmic gymnastics, shaping-up, gym and track-and-field hall. There are several sport groups: athletics, basketball, handball, tennis, power-lifting, weight sports, swimming, fencing, indoor soccer, judo, samba, chess. Hostels provide students with sports grounds and gyms. The students’ sports and fitness complex is situated on the territory of Lustdorf at the Black Sea coast. There also exists the center of students’ creative work which is called “VITA” at the university. Thirty creative groups of different genres function actively in this center (the vocal studio “Harmony”, the band of modern and variety dancing “Exprompt”, the band of folk singing and dancing, etc.) and unite about 250 students. 2500 students live in 5 hostels.
raining of doctors at the University as a higher education institution IV level of accreditation Ukraine performed on the stages of undergraduate and postgraduate training (internship, master).

Faculty of Medicine - contemporary twentieth century: September 1, 1900 in Odessa opening ceremony of the Medical Faculty of the University of Novorossiysk. In 1920 it was reorganized into the Medical Academy, and in 1922 - in the medical institute. In 1932 the medical faculty of the Odessa Medical Institute was divided into medical and pediatric. In 1994, when the Institute received university status, these schools were two medical faculties in the field "Medicine" and "Pediatrics." In 2011, in connection with the renewal of teaching students at university on a specialty "Medical prophylaxis" (sanitary-hygienic), increasing the number of students and university status change from state to national, health department divided into four. Now medical faculties number 1 and number 2 are trained specialists in "Medicine" specialty "Medicine", Medical Faculty № 3 - "Pediatrics," medical school number 4 - "Medical prophylaxis". Also, the medical school number 4 in 2012 started training bachelors in "Social and Political Sciences" (specialty - "Applied Psychology (by)") and "Social Security" (specialty - "Social assistance").

Teaching, research and health care in the University teams carry 62 departments. Studies carried out over 840 lecturers - professors, associate professors, assistant professors, assistants, including 2 academician of NAMS of Ukraine (prof. V.M.Zaporozhan Sci. Lobenko AO), 4 corresponding members of AMS of Ukraine (Professor V. J. Kresyun, ML Aryayev, VS Bitenskyy, KM Kosenko), 5 winners of the State Prize of Ukraine, 2 prize winners Lenin Komsomol, 21 honored Worker of Science, 19 honored physicians, 3-ministered by employee education, 3 honored inventor, Innovator, 5 members of the Bureau and the Department of panelists certification of personnel and State certification Commission MONmolodsportu Ukraine, 47 members of academic councils.

Over the years the university have developed and continue to operate successfully known scientific-pedagogical schools, which brought worldwide fame University and successors which is now the leading scientists of the University.
Centre-innovative Educational for the Physicians Practical Training

Categories of potential trainees of the centre are students of high medical schools and medical colleges, healthcare specialists and non-medical specialists.

Thematic improvement courses for healthcare specialists are developed by staff of the Centre in such intensive fields as medical care, obstetrics and gynecology, surgery, neonatology, anesthesiology, gastroenterology, endoscopy, cardiology, neurology, ophthalmology etc. Training of healthcare specialists for qualified medical care in delivering military conflict zone occupies a special place in Center's education program. Special training course which allows preparing healthcare specialists either at the Center or at the movable Training Base in ATO ("anti-terror" operation) zone in Eastern Ukraine was developed for this purpose. Special educational program were medical care delivering in extreme conditions and war were developed for conflicts physicians and nurses and also for those who have not got a proper medical education (civilian order troops, rescuers, soldiers, seamen, policemen etc.). Today's Center possibilities allow performing a one-week course for 2500 healthcare specialists during the year. Training courses for 4-5 thousand healthcare specialists per year are expected in future.
The University's library is one of the oldest in the country and has the book fund of a million of copies. It is an informative center, which can provide students with necessary information in the accessible form. A new students' library is a modern building which has been working since 2008. It provides students not only with traditional paper textbooks, but it became one of the first in Ukraine electronic library for medical students. A comfortable, spacious reading-room, a computer room can give places to 130 students at a time. Thus, one can work not only at the workstation but also thanks to wireless network all 130 places of the reading-room are informatively active. The students can come with their own laptops and to get any necessary information. It is possible to get it also on any electronic media. What information are we speaking about? For the first time about electronic textbooks. The reading-room has more than 70 electronic textbooks, the authors of which are leading scientists of our University. Besides, there has been created a full-text form data base of those textbooks on fundamental disciplines, the number of which in a paper format is limited in the library. Today every student can get on its computer "Human Anatomy Atlas" in four volumes by Sinelnikov, "Human Anatomy" by MG Pryvis, "Pharmacology" by DA Kharkevitch, "Histology" by Yu. I. Afanasyev, "Pathological anatomy" by OI Stroukov and VV Serov and a lot of other textbooks of total amount about 1 thousand titles. Our electronic library is proud of data bases of University departments' materials to help students in their self-training. There are already 57 data bases. They are available for all the specialties and are created in the English, Russian and Ukrainian languages. These data bases have texts of lectures, methodical elaborations and recommendations after some sections and themes of educational disciplines, tests to the modules and preparation to state testing and other materials to help the students.
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